
VIDEO 1 

Topic ? It’s about transports for Thanksgiving week end 

Places ? There are different places like : cities / airports / roads / USA 

Time ? It takes place during Thanksgiving 2017/ from Tuesday to Sunday / times 

People ? We can hear journalists  and see people at the airport  

Weather ? 

- It will be cold in the North East (New York/Washington DC/Chicago) 
- It’s gonna be hot in the South West (Los Angeles/Las Vegas)  
- It will be hot in  the South East (Miami) 

More information 

There will be lots of traffic jams on the road ! 
“51 million of people are traveling from Tuesday to Sunday” 

The best time to return home after Thanksgiving will be Friday at 4am 
The worst times will be Saturday 4pm to Sunday 3pm 

In the airports, it will be very busy with 28.5 million people flying (by plane) 

People are going to see their friends and families for Thansgiving. 
 
A man says :  “I’ve been stuck in airport, I missed flights and had to stay in hotel, not getting 
home for the family. It’s terrible” 

 

VIDEO 2 

Topic ?  Thanksgiving Macy’s parade. There are floats and balloons moving along 
Place ? in New York City, USA 
People ? Journalists, a reporter, people being interviewed (a policeman), people attending 
the parade. 

 

Reporter : “it’s my first Macy’s Thanksgiving parade ever, and I loved it”  
“we talked to people on the street” 

Parents in the crowd with their little ones : “my Mum used to take me here a lot, she’s no 
longer here. So I’m here with my kids and my husband” 

A man dressed up as a Pilgrim : “I’ve never worn something quite like this before” (50 
pounds carrying around) 

The NYPD is really working hard as they always do. Weeks ago – 8 people were killed in a 
terror attack – security  

Weather : “It’s not super warm out here, it’s quite chilly but the sun is shining bright– no 
rain or snow” 

Reporter’s closing phrase : “We’re live at Columbus Circle, NY this afternoon. I’m Erin Logan. 
CBS studios” 

 



Video 3 

Topic ?  Thanksgiving Macy’s parade. Organization of the event. People line along the route. 
Place ? in New York City, USA 
Time ? Before the Thanksgiving day parade. 
People ? Journalists in studio, a reporter, people being interviewed, people waiting for the 
parade. 

 

“There’s heavy security in NYC for Thanksgiving Parade.” 

“It is getting busy. 200,000 people expected to line the parade route.” 

“Police presence expected. Police at every single block along the parade route. 
Concrete barriers are going to be seen to prevent unauthorized vehicles from coming into or 
out of the parade route.” 

 

“A lot of folks coming out here. Having a good time. Being with family and friends” 

 “Families coming all the way from Arkansas.” 

“Welcome !  
“Thank you. We’re so happy to be here.” 
“What do you think about our city so far?” 
“We love it. Our son’s going to school here. We are visiting him.” 

“You came all the way from…around the block !” 
“You live around the corner and you’ve never been !” 
“Thank you so much for coming !” 

“A lot of folks are coming out to see the balloons, the parade, the band. Just to enjoy the day. 
A chance to be with the family and be thankful.  

“Back to you !!” 

I love Olaf ! He deserves a balloon! 

 

What makes a good news video ? 
- Lots of images 

- Subtitles 

- Written info  : TV channel / “live” / place / name of journalist 

- Speaking loud 

- Journalist in studio + reporter on the scene 

- People being interviewed – give their impressions 

- Give information (topic? Place? Characters ? when ? weather ? traffic ? history ? 

what people are doing?) 

- Introduction / conclusion 

- Intonations / good accent  


